ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In this paper all linear spaces are over a non-archimedean non-trivially valued field K which is complete under the metric induced by the valuation ) e ) : K -+ [0, cc). For fundamentals of locally convex Hausdorff spaces (1~s) and normed spaces we refer to [8] , [6] and [7] . Schauder bases in locally convex spaces are studied in [2] , [3] , [4] and 191.
Any infinite-dimensional Banach space of countable type is linearly homeomorphic to the Banach space CO of all sequences in !K converging to zero (with the sup-norm) ( [7] , Theorem 3.16), so it has a Schauder basis. It is also known that any metrizable lcs of finite type has a Schauder basis ( [3] , Theorem 3.5). In [9] we proved that any infinite-dimensional metrizable lcs contains an infinitedimensional closed subspace with a Schauder basis.
In this paper we solve the problem stated in [3] , whether any Frechet space of countable type has a Schauder basis. We show that there exist nuclear Frechet spaces without a Schauder basis. First, we construct an infinite family of pairwise-nonisomorphic nuclear Frtchet spaces with a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition but without a Schauder basis (see Theorem 3 and Corollary 5). Next, we give two examples of nuclear Frechet spaces with a finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition but without a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition (see Theorem 7 and Corollary 9). Finally, we present an example of a nuclear Frechet space with a Schauder decomposition but without a finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition (even without the bounded approximation property) (see Theorem 11). Our examples are nonarchimedean modifications of the real nuclear FrCchet spaces without a Schauder basis constructed by Bessaga [l], Mitiagin [5] , and Vogt [lo].
PRELIMINARIES
The linear span of a subset A of a linear space E is denoted by 1inA.
The linear space of all continuous linear operators from a lcs E to itself will be denoted by L(E).
A sequence (x,J in a lcs E is a Schauder basis of E if each x E E can be written uniquely as x = Cr= 1 ctnxn with on E Db, n E N, and the coefficient functionals fn : E + K, x + (~,(n E N) are continuous.
A sequence (P,) of continuous linear non-zero projections on a lcs E is a Schauder decomposition of E if x = C,", P,x for all x E E and P,P,,, = 0 for all n # m.
A Schauder decomposition (P,) of a lcs E is Jinite-dimensionalif dim P,(E) < 00 for n E N, and strongly jinite-dimensional if sup,, dim P,(E) < 00. Clearly, any lcs E with a Schauder basis has a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition.
A lcs E has the bounded approximation property if there exists a sequence (An) c L(E) with dim A,(E) < 00 for n E N such that lim, A,x = x for all x E E. Of course any lcs E with a finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition has the bounded approximation property.
By a seminorm on a linear space E we mean a functionp : 
RESULTS
First we construct an infinite family of pairwise-nonisomorphic nuclear Frechet spaces with a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition but without a Schauder basis (cf [l], [5] ).
Put We will need the following Let gr:N+@, be an infinity-to-one surjection (it means that the inverse image of every singleton is infinite).
Let it E N. Set po = 0 and o;(n) = (PI,. . . ,p,). Consider the following sequence (11 . (I~,k)~zl of norms on the space X,' = K':
Clearly, 11x11,' k I 11x11,' k+ I for x E xl, k E h'. Let llIxIll~'= supnn'l(xnllL,k for x = (xn) E nz=t x,l,k E N and Clearb5 (III . lllX2, is a non-decreasing sequence of norms on the linear space X'.
We have the following. Hence, for every n E N, (x/)z=, is a Cauchy sequence in (Xi, 1) . II,',,). Thus limm IIC --3 In,, ' r = 0 for some x," E X,'. Then lim, 11x," -x~l& = 0 for all k E N, since dim X,l < co. By (*) we obtain (**)
Hence VkE NVm >M(l,k) : ~~~x"~\~~ <max{Illx'"JIJ;, ~IIx"'-~~~~~}< 00, where x0 = (x,"). Thus x0 E X'. By (**), we have lim, (IIxm -x"lll~ = 0 for every k E N, so xm --+ x0 in X'.
To prove that X' is nuclear, it is enough to show that for all k E N, 6 > 0 there exists a finite subset A;(c) of X' such that L?L+I ( 1) Now we construct a nuclear Fr6chet space with a finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition but without a strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition (cf [5] ).
Put ~v0 = U{~pr : r E N0}. Let a0 : N ~ ~v0 be an infinity-to-one surjection. Similarly, the proof of Theorem 3 with slight changes shows the following theorem. Using Proposition 2 and Corollary 4 we obtain the following. Finally, we construct a nuclear Frechet space with a Schauder decomposition but without the bounded approximation property, in particular, without a finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition (cf [lo]).
LetcrEDdwithO<lal<1.ForkENandx=(x,,,,,)EDd~xX"Xweput IlXllk = max ( U ({lxn,p,qlkn+P+q : q 5 k) u W'X,,~,~ -xn+l,p,qlkn+P+q : q > k)) w ) and let X = {x E K"xNxR1 : llxllk < 00 for all k E N}.
Note that (11 . Ilk) is a non-decreasing sequence of norms on the linear space X. Hence VE > OVm > M(c, k) : llxm -x"llk 5 E. Since Ilxrnllk < 00, then (lx'llk < co. Thus x0 E X, and lim, IJxm -X"llk = 0 for all k E N.
To prove that X is nuclear we show that for all k E N, E > 0 there exists a finite subset A; of X such that Bi+, 
